UNLOADING

Please display on the dashboard (driver’s side with this side up) of your vehicle. Valid while unloading only. (This is not a permit.)

Please remain with your vehicle during unloading and then move to the designated parking areas. There is a 30 minute limit in unloading zones.

Student Name: ________________________________________________________

Residential Community: __________________________________________________

Driver Cellphone No.: __________________________________________________

After you have unloaded, you must move to a long-term parking lot (Lots C1 and C2 offer family parking during move-in).

Students with parking permits should park in a designated resident lot. Long-term parking lots are within walking distance of residential areas. Parking lot shuttles will also be running.

Parking in fire lanes or in a manner that obstructs traffic is prohibited. Vehicles parked in violation of University parking regulations may be ticketed and/or towed. Thank you for your cooperation.